The Society for Neuro-Oncology Latin America is now accepting
nominations
for the SNOLA 2016 Award and Raymond Sawaya 2016 Award
NOMINATIONS’ DEADLINE JANUARY 15, 2016
The SNOLA 2016 Award
The SNOLA Award is given to a meritorious individual who has made
significant contributions in neuro-oncology over the course of his or her
career, either in clinical care and/or clinical, translational or basic
research. The recipient is honored as a guest of the Society (free
registration) at the SNOLA Meeting and is presented with a plaque.
Award Criteria
It is anticipated that:


The candidate shall have a career span of 10+ years in the neurooncology research field.



The individual has trained, influenced or motivated many of the
current researchers and investigators in neuro-oncology.



The individual has been a strong advocate, supporter and leader in the
field of research in neuro-oncology.



Over the course of his or her career, the individual has made significant
and lasting contributions to the field of research in neuro-oncology.

The Raymond Sawaya 2016 Award
The Raymond Sawaya Award is given to a meritorious individual who has
made significant contributions in neuro-oncology over the course of his or
her career. The recipient is honored as a guest of the Society (free
registration) at the SNOLA Meeting and is presented with a plaque.
Award Criteria
It is anticipated that:



The candidate shall have a career span of 10+ years in the neurooncology field.



The individual has trained, influenced or motivated many of the
current clinicians and investigators in neuro-oncology.



The individual has been a strong advocate, supporter and leader in the
field of neuro-oncology.



Over the course of his or her career, the individual has made significant
and lasting contributions to the field.

Nominations Process
Nominations may be made by any Latin American SNOLA member
scientist or clinician, who is currently or has been affiliated with any
institution involved in cancer research or cancer medicine. The nominee
need not be a member of SNOLA.
The SNOLA Awards Committee shall evaluate the nominees based on the
criteria above and forward a short-list of nominees to the SNOLA Board of
Directors who shall select the winner.
To make a nomination for either of the Awards, please send an email to
twyla.bueno@snola.org with the nominee’s information (name, specialty and

country), the award you are indicating, as well as a brief description of why
this individual is deserving of such award.
NOMINATIONS DUE BY JANUARY 15, 2016.
Note: Nominators are asked to maintain the confidentiality of the
nomination process and to refrain from informing the candidate of their
nomination.

